Hi!
I'm Boy Kolman,
a Dutch Designer focused on
UX/UI and Branding, currently
doing my masters in Human
Technology Relations at the
University of Twente.
I design innovative
digital experiences
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Since the early beginnings,
I knew I was going to work in the
creative design field. Currently,
I am looking for opportunities to grow
professionally as a UX/UI Designer.
My multidisciplinary background in
UX/UI, Product Design and Graphic
Design helps me look at problems
from different perspectives.
I am willing and eager to learn more about the UX/UI & branding
https://www.elnino.tech/
design field. That is why I am working part-time in a digital
development company called El Niño. Using UX methods
and principles to implement in projects
for e.g. Takeaway.com
https://www.elnino.tech/
and Zorgselect.nl, and using software like Sketch and InVision
to bring ideas into life. Next, I am also working as a Graphic
Designer at Avante Consultancy where I am developing their
brand and website. As freelancer, I gained experience
communicating effectively with clients all over the world.
Experience

UX/UI Designer | Nerds & Company

www.topicus.nl/onderwijs/
UX Designer | Topicus Education
UX/UI Designer | El Niño
https://www.elnino.tech
Graphic
Designer | Avante Consultancy
https://www.avantebouwprocessen.nl/
Freelance Designer | Boy Kolman

Design
Sketch
InVision
Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesign
Webflow

Interaction
User research
Survey / Interview
Persona / Scenario
Wireframing
Prototyping
Usability Testing

Soft skills
Empathy
Curiosity
Passionate
Flexibility
Mediator
Hard-working

Client highlights

Basic project workflow

01 Understand. Gain knowledge of users, context, technologies,
and the brand. First, the problem of the user has to be identified to later
start working towards the solutions. Second, understanding the brand
mission and goals is crucial to allign the project with these missions
and goals.
02 Research. Gathering data by 1:1 interviewing, focus groups,
surveys and usability testing for example to base assumptions on real
life evidence/data.
03 Analyze. Build user personas (act as guides) on gathered data.
Make user journeys and user scenarios to see the bigger picture.
04 Design. Create site maps, user flows, and wireframes (low-fidelity
mock-ups) based on gathered data.
05 Launch. Evaluate design with stakeholders to obtain feedback and
develop the product in the design team. Continuous flow of feedback
is needed to launch the product.
06 Evaluate. Investigate where did the process go right and if the
solution really solved the problem of the users. With this knowledge,
future projects will run even more smoothly.

0 1 . Understand
02. Research
03. Analyze
04. Design
05. Launch
06. Evaluate

Case studies
01 Interactive table. Gaining knowledge of users, context and
technologies by analyzing competitors, building user personas,
attending trade fairs and communicating with suppliers. After
designing multiple concepts and building a prototype, a usability
test helped me to gain more knowledge on how to improve the
future interactive tables.
02 Waag Wenters. Building a brand from scratch. Designing a logo,
Social Media templates, business cards, banners, flyers. And finally by
investigating the competitors and wireframing, building a website. This
website was created taken into account that the owner of the company
could easily adjust the content. Also taken into account the goal was
to increase engagement with potential clients in need of a coach.
03 Product Design @ El Niño. Working with big clients like Takeaway
and ZorgSelect. For those big clients projects have been done, ranging
from new dashboards (UX) to just visual design where the product team
implemented the designs. Using the agile scrum methodology to reduce
time to market and higher the productivity.
Extra branding/design projects

Interactive
Experience

Interactive table.
Investigating if it is possible
to improve the interactive table
made by 100%FAT, by improving
the user experience. Using user
persona building, usability testing
and prototyping.

Interactive
Experience

Experiments.
Different experiments have been implemented
in this project to examine different concepts
created in the ideation phase. During these
experiments some factors stayed the same,
like: time, location, light and weather. After
experimenting, more could be said about
the quality of the products.

Hypothesis.
Replacing memory with visual
information will help improve
the user experience of interactive
tables during trade fairs.

Key insights.
1. Users having trouble figuring out how
to use the current interactive table.
Problem.
The interactive table is not
using its full potential due to
a bad user experience.

2. Users think the interactive table is
just an ordinary coffee table.
3. Minimizing information access costs
is crucial for this product to work in
this setting.

Interactive
Experience

10x
PRODUCT USE
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PHASE WITH
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PRODUCTS

USER UNDERSTANDING
THE PRODUCT

Outcome.
A prototype has been created with an
improved user experience by adding 3D
marker tags (external representation
of the products being sold), and
an altered interface to minimize
information access costs.

Brand identity
& Website

02 Waag Wenters.
Creating a brand from
scratch. Helping the client
increase its engagement
with potential clients.
waagwenters.nl

Brand identity
& Website
Problem.
Entering the market without
knowledge of entering one.

Hypothesis.
The network is there, though
using a personal approach
will generate engagement
with future clients.

Key insights.
1. Creating focus makes sure clients
know what to expect, which is
valuable for them.
2. A combination of business and
personal branding makes sure
Waag Wenters is connecting to
the right target audience (based
on competitor analysis).
3. Consistent branding will ensure/
develop trust and loyalty with clients.
Outcome.
An easy to maintain website and social
media templates to ensure consistent
branding and increase client engagement.

Product design

03 Product Design @ El Niño.
During my time at El Niño, I created
digital experiences for e.g. Takeaway,
ZorgSelect and more. Designing not
only websites but also new
dashboards and CRM systems.
For more info - contact me.

Branding work

Logos from left to right
Waag Wenters - Logo / Website / Social Media / Business Cards
Wemble Professionals - Logo / Social Media / Business Cards
TPRsms - Logo / Social Media
aisms - Logo / Onepager
KeyLounge - Logo / Website / Movie / Infographic / Presentation
Avante Bouwprocessen - Website / Social Media / Brand Identity
Commercial Fund - Logo
DesignLab - Brand Management / Service principles / Tooling / Workshop

Lay-out

Boy Kolman
Product
Designer

boykolman.com
info@boykolman.com
+31 (0) 628 28 83 87
https://www.linkedin.com/in/boykolman/
https://dribbble.com/BoyKolman

About me
Hi!
I'm Boy Kolman, a Dutch Designer focused
on UX/UI and Branding. Currently working and exploring
the field of UX/UI Design. Recently, I am following
masterclasses like Webflow Masterclass to explore
and develop myself to create a skill set with the latest
technologies/software. I can help you build your next
digital product. Please have a look at my website and
LinkedIn page to get to know me more. But do also not
hesistate to contact me if you have a question.
Let's Make Great Things Together!

Creative

Professional

Realiable

Strong Communicator

Pro-active

Education
University of Twente / Master IDE
(Industrial Design Engineering)

Work Experience

SEPTEMBER 2018 - PRESENT

MARCH 2019 - PRESENT

ENSCHEDE

Following the Human-Technology Relations track
of the “Industrial Design Engineering” program
at the University of Twente.

https://www.elnino.tech/
ENSCHEDE

Currently, I am working in a digital development company called
El Niño. Using UX methods and principles to implement in
projects for Takeaway.com but also for Zorgselect.nl, and using
software like Sketch and InVision to bring ideas into life.

University of Twente / Bachelor
Industrial Design
SEPTEMBER 2015 - SEPTEMBER 2018

Avante
https://www.avanteconsultancy.nl/
Consultancy / Graphic Designer
JULY 2018 - PRESENT

ENSCHEDE

Next, I also work as a Graphic Designer at a civil engineering
consultancy, building the website, brand manual and doing
some marketing activities.

https://boykolman.com/

OCTOBER 2017 - PRESENT

NIJVERDAL

Skills

Extra lay-out examples.
Some examples of designed
lay-outs like my curriculum
vitae, my old website, brochures,
promotions and a magazine.

Interaction
User research
Persona / Scenario
Wireframing
Usability Testing
Survey / Interview

Certificates
CodeInstitute - 5DCC Certificate

Working as a freelancer, I worked for both Dutch companies
as companies all over the world. Building websites, creating
brand identities and making powerpoint templates for
example. Having experience in communicating in the
professional workfield, helped me to become an
effective communicator.

Design
Sketch
InVision
Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesign

ENSCHEDE

Graduated with a project for 100%FAT to improve
the User Experience (UX) of interactive tables.
Received an 8/10, but more importantly the
interactive table became more valuable for both
the company and the end users.

3D Modeling
Solidworks
Siemens NX
Unity
Lumion

APRIL 2019
A certificate for succesfully completing the five day
coding challenge of CodeInstitude. Being awarded
with the CodeInstitute Honor Code Certificate of
Completion. Creating a website with HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript.

Google / Digital Garage Certificate
- Online Marketing
MARCH 2019
Certified in the Fundamentals of Digital Marketing.
There were 26 modules to explore, all created by
Google trainers, packed with practical exercises and
real world examples to help master the basics of
digital marketing.

Testimonials
Boy is excellent to work with. You will not be
disappointed. Very professional and easy to
work with. He was incredible with deadlines.
Since the first time I have hired him he has
become my preferred designer. Strongly
recommend him.
Sujo John
Founder YouCanFree.Us

Opinions about me.
Some clients talking about my
services as designer for their
business. For more testimonials
look at my website, LinkedIn or
contact me.

Boy Kolman is a pleasure to work with,
effective communicator, and has a
great eye for design.
Edward James
CEO Revleap

Thank you!
info@boykolman.com
boykolman.com

